
BAD BANK



The government has proposed a bad bank-like 
structure to better manage non-performing loans. 
The organization will be set up through an Asset 

Reconstruction Company (ARC) model. 

The structure will consolidate and take over the 
existing stressed debt and then manage and dispose 

of the assets to Alternate Investment Funds and 
other potential investors for eventual value 

realization.

Introduction



The idea, discussed and shelved many times in the 
past few years, is back on the agenda as bad loans 

could rise from already elevated levels. 

At the end of September 2020 year, the total gross 
NPAs of the banking system was 7.5% of the overall 
industry loan book. This is expected to shoot up to 

13.5% (in base scenario) and 15% (in worst-case 
scenario) by March-September 2021.

This will be a big shock to banks as they will require 
significantly higher capital to cover the impact of 

bad loans. 

Moving the existing stock to a separate entity at the 
earliest could be an escape route.

Why the timing of a bad 
bank is right?
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Banks can focus on fresh business. Once the large 
chunk of existing bad loans is transferred to the 

new company, banks can aggressively focus on new 
productive lending. 

The fear of future loans defaults is holding back 
from banks from taking additional exposure to 

industries. This, coupled with subdued demand, has 
slowed the flow of credit to productive sectors. 

Freeing up banks from the burden of bad loans 
could help push credit growth.
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Slow resolution of bad assets remains a big problem 
for Indian banks. With no recovery in sight, banks 

have resorted to massive loan write-offs in the 
recent past. 

All the NPAs brought to one place, and experts 
attempting for recovery through a professional 

approach – there could be better resolutions !! And 
if they managed to recover some money, it’s a win-

win for everyone involved.

The bad bank idea will be a major reform for 
banking sector.

The challenge is on the execution. In the meantime, 
we will just have to wait for the fine print.
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